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Teaching notes 

Essay-writing skills 
Luke McBratney 

It is easy to overprepare. Many of us use research as an intellectual form of procrastination: we are 
desperate to read that article, check that reference, reread that section of the text, rather than actually 
write. Doing this often means that we neglect our writing skills. These notes build on the ‘Study skills’ 
column by Sally Bayley on pp. 22–24 of the magazine and offer tips and suggestions to help you 
enhance your essay-writing technique. 

What is an essay? 
Sally Bayley’s definition of an essay as being the discussion of an idea is a helpful reminder of what 
you are trying to do. The word essay itself comes from the Middle English word assay, and is 
ultimately derived from the Latin exigere, meaning ‘to weigh’ (words like ‘exact’ also come from this 
source).  So make sure your essay has a strong sense of weighing up the issues in question and 
ensure that it is precise about how it uses evidence as it develops its views. Keep your reader in mind 
too. Whether it is a teacher or examiner, persuade them of the rightness of your views.  

Consider your task 
Plan according to the type of task. For example, the one discussed in Bayley’s article is an 
undergraduate essay: ‘Discuss the treatment of time in twentieth-century literature’.  his sort of essay 
requires the student to select material and formulate the approach. In the case of Bayley’s student, 
she concentrates on the idea of time in literature being beyond real time (or clock time) and uses the 
work of Virginia Woolf, primarily the novel Orlando, to explore this idea. 

For most A-level tasks, the focus has already been narrowed. For example, a coursework or NEA 
question might ask you to compare one theme or aspect in two texts, or an examination might invite 
you to compare the extent to which you agree with a critical view. 

Whatever the task: 

• identify the main parts 

• plan to answer every part 

• formulate an argument or an approach 

Begin with the question 
The best place to begin is by addressing the title directly. In the case of Bayley’s student, she explores 
the the idea of theatrical time and narrows the scope by noting that she will apply ideas of time to the 
writings of Virginia Woolf. This gives the reader a sense of confidence: already there is a sense of an 
argument and an indication of where the essay is heading. 
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The same process applies to essays at A-level:   

• Begin by engaging with the question. 

• Be confident and use the key words of the question in your answer. 

• Offer a focused answer. 

• Give a sense of the argument to come. 

Developing your argument 
As the example on Woolf and time shows, your argument should be logical and its examples and 
discussion should progress fluently. For instance, the idea of theatrical time and how it relates to 
Woolf in the introduction leads to the definition of pageant at the start of the first main body paragraph 
and leads to an exploration of how Woolf uses time in the manner of a pageant in Orlando. The 
paragraph develops as the student discusses other ways in which Woolf uses time – ways that go 
beyond the dictionary definition of pageant. 

Note also how secondary material — contextual material or critical views — is used. Think, for 
example, about how she uses the critic Matthew Wagner, or the definition from the Oxford English 
Dictionary. Such material is integrated fully into the flow of the argument. It is not used as a substitute 
for the student’s own thoughts. Rather, the secondary material is used to stimulate further discussion: 
the material from Wagner and the definition are both applied to Woolf. 

To summarise: 

• Your first point should arise naturally from your introduction. 

• Begin with a strong point — one that is significant in your argument and which perhaps 
showcases your skills. 

• Develop the idea logically. 

• Use secondary sources — critics, contextual information — to stimulate further exploration. 

• Don’t just quote such material and move on. Apply, or evaluate, critical views. 

Developing your argument further 
Consider how Bayley’s student uses her essay to showcase a range of her skills. Her second main 
point builds on what has gone before: she considers how an essay by Woolf might be applied to the 
ideas of time under discussion. Note the skilful selection of an idea from this essay, which focuses on 
the image of the pearl in the oyster as a metaphor for a moment of perceptiveness. She goes on to 
apply this metaphor to Orlando, which she also considers in the light of the ideas of theatrical time, 
using the idea of a moment being presented as a ‘scene’. Consider the way in which the essay 
broadens in scope and how new material is explored, and how new skills — for example, the analysis 
of the language to do with the pearl — are demonstrated.  

Remember: 

• Think about the AOs you need to explore: for example, you may need to consider alternative 
views, or to evaluate contextual material. 
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• Don't make every main paragraph discuss the same sort of thing — use the essay to 
demonstrate the full range of your skills. 

• Show breadth in your understanding — avoid confining all your examples to one part of a text. 

• Think about showing range of understanding and analysis. For example, have you explored 
authorial methods at a broader level — by considering, for example, aspects such as genre or 
narrative structure — as well as analysed details? 

Conclusions 
Let’s close with some thoughts on how to end an essay.  While space did not allow the whole of the 
student’s essay to be reprinted in Bayley’s article, qualities of a strong conclusion include: 

• some consideration of the implications 

• expansion on what the rest of the essay has proved 

• big picture thinking — it should look at the ideas in a broad way, rather than finish with the 
details 

• a well-turned final phrase, or a fitting final thought 

• a sense of closure — it should not fade out or end abruptly 

• ending with an apt quotation (but beware of making this sound formulaic or pre-prepared) 

This resource is part of THE ENGLISH REVIEW, a magazine written for A-level students by subject 
experts. To subscribe to the full magazine go to www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview 


